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Abstract: Social Networks are the source of rich, interactive, textual, and other media. Users of the social media generate data at a tremendous pace. This data consisting of user opinions and attitudes is so large that it has necessitated automated methods to analyze and extract knowledge from the same. Social networks have been studied and analyzed using various graph-based analysis techniques. Prominent analysis has centered on features like ego-networks, distance, centrality, sub-networks, etc. The areas of study for social media analysis have been centered around populations, boundaries, Cohesion, Centrality and Brokerage, Prestige and Ranking. In the past several models have been propounded for various machine learning based analytics for the Social Networks study but there is a perceived need for studying social networks for health data using Ensemble Learning wherein an array of various Machine Learning techniques can be employed to achieve better classification or clustering results. We introduce an Analytical Model which will identify most discussed terms/topics of health/hospital care on social networks to predict the emerging health trends. The model is to use temporal datasets to deduce multi-label classification of health-related topics. The Model employs the technique of Temporal Clustering (using Machine Learning) on the Topic Classification done on datasets using Ensemble Machine Learning to deduce the most discussed topics. Using this model, we will see how Ensemble Machine Learning based Analytical Model for analyzing social network data for health topics is efficient than traditional Machine Learning technique(s).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Social Networks present myriad complexity with respect to performing precise analytics. The varying and diffused data, when considered with a temporal perspective, presents challenge with respect to predictive analysis. To consider the problem scope of analyzing what health topics are most discussed in different chronological eras, we need more than just performing simple topic classification using machine learning. The Social Network Analysis space is dominated by perspectives such as the socio-centered perspective as well as the ego-centered perspective. While the socio-centered perspective analyses complete network structure by looking for patterns of ties thus identifying cohesive social groups, central actors which could be of importance to the integration of the social network, and asymmetries that may reflect social prestige or social stratification. Recent advances are found primarily in the technique of blockmodeling. The ego-centered perspective works by analysis on the composition of local network structure. It studies the problem space that whether actors influence one another through their network ties, also known as social influence model, and/or actors adjust their ties to the characteristics of their peers and to their ties with them, also known as social selection model.

II. THE NEED FOR ENSEMBLE MACHINE LEARNING IN SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

A. Ensemble Machine Learning

Ensemble Machine Learning is a relatively new concept of combining various machine learning techniques to do several fold iterations over datasets to achieve more efficiency in the said machine learning task of text classification, image classification, clustering or deep learning. Some of the applications of ensemble learning are classification, clustering, collaborative filtering, and anomaly detection. If one-pass anomaly detection rate is 80 percent, then the goal of using ensemble learning is to do a 10-fold iteration over the dataset to improve the anomaly detection up to 90 percent or even more. Ensemble machine learning can also be used in predictive analytics, wherein the predictive accuracy is substantially improved when blending multiple predictors.

B. Need for Ensemble Machine Learning

Some of the reasons for using Ensemble Machine Learning are related to dataset characteristics and training confidence. Some of the reasons are as follows.

The dataset is too large or too small. For a large dataset, it clearly cannot be trained by a single model and we need to create several small subsets to train different models and use average of all as final prediction. For small datasets, which cannot be used to train a single model, bootstrap methods can be used to create random subsamples of data.
Complex (nonlinear) data, when a single model does not define the class boundary clearly resulting in underfitting of the model and we can use ensemble learning to predict distinct boundaries. High confidence, training on multiple classifiers to get correlated output does ensure a higher prediction rate.

Finally, Ensemble Machine Learning is essentially used to improve the algorithm accuracy and the robustness of the model. Ensemble methods vie to achieve this by trying to manage the trade-off analysis between bias and variance errors with respect to any model’s complexity and errors produced thereof [10].

**Figure 1:** The Bias and Variance Tradeoff and optimum model complexity

In the above Figure 1, the optimum model complexity can be arrived at intersection of bias and variance, both of which need to be reached as low as possible, and thus the overall error is also at the lowest implying a better classification or ensemble result accuracy.

**Figure 2:**An Ensemble Model

Figure 2 illustrating an ensemble model, comprising of an assemblage of two or more machine learning models. This ensemble model can be classification ensemble or clustering ensemble.

**III. RELATED WORK**

More recently, the problem of multi-label classification has become a keen topic of research. In this kind of classification, each sample is associated with a set of class labels. Ensemble machine learning comprises of taking one or more supervised learning algorithms which are like base-level algorithms and aggregate the outcomes of these base-level algorithms to make a more informed estimation. Basic ensemble would take algorithms and apply them to random subsets of input corpus and do a vote for choosing the best fit or average out the results from various base-level algorithms. There have been efforts of using supervised as well as unsupervised learning methods for tweet classification of target audience while using minimal annotation efforts [9]. In this research there was an automatic discovery of Topic domains from content shared by Twitter account owners and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) technique was used. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) ensemble was then trained using contents from different account owners of the various topic domains identified by Twitter LDA. Results of these methods have demonstrated identification with high accuracy.

In an earlier work an Importance Sampled Learning Ensemble approach was espoused wherein prediction risk and large value coefficient penalty was considered for base learners in machine learning ensemble [7].

In the area of Multi-Label classification, earlier work done involves using Random K-Label sets for common multi-labels across various domains demonstrated better accuracy when compared with other multi-label classification approaches [8].

One recent research demonstrated combining classification and clustering algorithms for Tweet Sentiment Analysis using an SVM classifier along with a clustering ensemble to achieve better classification accuracies by espousing a C3E-SL algorithm which refines tweet classifications from additional information provided by clusterers [12].

Data Augmentation can be done prior to putting the corpus through machine learning models. Earlier works on data augmentation to reduce class imbalance have met with fair success. An approach of augmentation of text data done at paragraph level achieved a 10 percent classification accuracy wherein the paragraph order switch does not change the semantic meaning of the text. [14].

**A. Ensemble methods for multi-label classification**

Ensemble methods have been shown to be an effective tool for solving multi-label classification tasks. Ensemble learning techniques have already been observed as effective in supervised learning [1], [2],[3] and unsupervised learning [4],[5],[6] machine learning tasks. Among various methods used for ensemble learning, two prominent methods used in ensemble learning are Bagging and Boosting along with bootstrapping as a pre-cursor step which may be required based on the dataset. There is also the stacked generalization technique. Bagging, also known as Bootstrap aggregation, is a three stage process wherein we bootstrap our data, aggregate (model fit) and finally combine predictions from different models.
Most of the times data presents imbalanced distribution of classes and thus poses obstacle for supervised as well as semi-supervised class learning. Research has also focused on use of ensembles of self-trained classifier to address imbalance of data [13].

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem under study is the analysis of social media data to arrive at any emerging trends of health topics. By proposal of this model, we try to understand the efficiency of such an ensemble machine learning model. The social network data is a rich media amalgamation that has differences in population and temporal data sets from a social network such as Twitter serve as a conducive platform for employing ensemble learning in the machine learning techniques.

The quantification of performance of the classifier can be ascribed to achieving a balance between bias and variance with a small sample size being the source of variance, whereas a large sample size may still produce inaccurate results, but variance of predictions would be dramatically reduced.

The tradeoff is well represented by the following mathematical formula:

\[ \text{Err}(x) = \left( f(x) - \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} f(x_i) \right)^2 + \frac{\sigma^2}{k} + \sigma^2 \]  

By reducing bias and variance, we can achieve more accuracy in the predictions.

For disparate temporal data from social network, an ensemble of classification models and an ensemble of clustering models can be conjugated for reducing the bias and variance.

We introduce an Augmented Machine Learning Ensemble Extended (AMLEE) Model, the goal of which is to reduce the Bias Variance as well as enhance the prediction accuracy using a composite ensemble of classification and clustering. This model is trained as a final model, which is trained on all available data (both training as well as test data) and then this model is used to make predictions on the new data. The augmentation aspect of the model relates to data augmentation, the purpose of which is to reduce overfitting. Data augmentation works by addressing the class imbalance, by down-sampling the majority class, and up-sampling the minority class. Two popular implementations used for text augmentation are Part-of-Speech (POS) tag replacement and threshold-based replacement. Augmentation can be performed on data such as synonym replacement. While the most common applications of data augmentation can be perceived in the Computer Vision fields but social media with its vastly varying data also poses an interesting proposition for the same.

The following two figures 3 and 4 delineate the difference between traditional machine learning technique and the approach employing the augmented machine learning ensemble. Whereas the conventional machine learning technique does not readily account for class imbalance, the augmented machine learning model takes care of the same. The resultant linearly balanced corpus is further passed through an ensemble model of classification techniques.

V. THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this study, an ensemble learning method is proposed for improving multi-label classification evaluation criteria. We have compared our method with well-known base-level algorithms on some data sets. Experiment results show the proposed approach outperforms the entry level well-known classifiers when done for multi-label classification problem [11].

A. Task for the proposed analytical model

The Ensemble Machine Learning model must do machine learning tasks such as Multi-Label Topic classification, and Clustering. Given the Ti = 1 to n temporal datasets, analyze the datasets, and classify the various labels per document the various labels further topic classification.

Figure 3: Conventional machine learning approach for text classification.

EM1 and EM2 in the Figure 4 below are two distinct ensemble machine learning models for multi-label text classification. CEM1, and CEM2 are ensemble models for clustering which will cluster the topicwise multi-label classification by taking into account the time of the tweets.

Figure 4: Illustration of Augmented Machine Learning Ensemble Extended (AMLEE) model.

Figure 4 illustrates how the Augmented Machine Learning Ensemble Extended (AMLEE) model can utilize both an Augmentation as well as an Ensemble approach to improve prediction accuracy.

Figure 5: A Temporal dataset comprising of distinct labels Figure 5 shows temporal dataset of n documents, with each having x distinct Labels(L) which the classification machine learning algorithm will classify.
A label $L_i$ is a health term label such as Diabetes, Stroke, Alzheimer etc. For example $L_1$ can be Diabetes, $L_2$ can be stroke and $L_3$ can be Alzheimer etc.

Cancer and Diabetes also showing relative prominence as per the indicated result.

Above Figure 6 depicts multiple temporal datasets, on which multi-label classification is run and after that clustering of the labels is done to identify the emerging most mentioned or most discussed health terms and trends in social networks.

The classifier in the ensemble model achieves the task of classifying tweet terms into some pre-defined health related classes.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

The experiment undertaken used the Augmented data and performed multi-label classification task, wherein number of tweets belonging to one or more categories were identified. A corpus of 42410 tweets pertaining to news about health, and lifestyle were collected from the Twitter micro-blogging site. Data cleaning methods were employed to remove the text corpus of noise such as acronyms, emoticons, stop words, and other such unwanted data. The experiment was run using Python 3.7 and the scikit learn Python library.

The temporal clustering yielded 15097 tweets for year 2013, 19296 tweets for year 2014, and 8017 tweets for year 2015.

Further, using the multi-label classification, an ensemble of Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Classifier (SVC), a higher accuracy was observed. The results in the figures below demonstrate that while a large number of the corpus indicates one category per tweet, the count of 1, 2, 3 or even 4 categories per tweet was also observed. Below results show the temporal (year wise) category distribution of the tweets with respect to the disease terms, and count of tweets wherein multiple disease terms occur. Since the main topic of the corpus was “health” so health appears prominently, with
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we looked at various methods of ensemble learning and how ensemble learning can be used to improve the accuracy of classification/clustering tasks which are done on datasets as a part of data analysis. We also propose an analytical model for which works on temporal data to deduce emerging health trends and this model can be used on social network data as well as medical data such from hospital/clinics etc. This augments traditional approaches such as label classification accuracy using just a single classifier with an improved machine learning ensemble and reduction of class imbalance by employing data augmentation technique like semantic text swap and word cosine similarity threshold as the hyper parameter. This text augmented data may still produce better accuracy when put through an ensemble of machine learning algorithms for clustering or classification in order to address relevant problem space scenarios. We have provided a baseline of such as composite model for strengthening the accuracy of machine learning algorithms.
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